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business
pleasure?

or

“Travelling for

”



(and this is where it begins). 

Houston, 
we have
a problem



Business Travel’s Inherent Conflicts

The introduction of a travel “policy” restricts freedom and choice

Restricting choice generates curiosity; curiosity could introduce conflict 

Duty of care and individual data privacy regulations could introduce conflict

Airline retailing initiatives introduce conflict to the traditional business travel 
eco-system (think GDS and TMC)

Supplier Direct initiatives cause conflict with managed travel programs  

TMCs have been accused of putting their interest (in the form of securing 
commissions) ahead of those of their corporate customers  



From Conflict, Comes Challenge



Traveler

Frustrated with 
current OBTs

Lack of consumer 
look & feel

Dissatisfaction 
extends to 
broader travel 
program

Worst case, 
program leakage

Travel Buyer

Challenged to find 
right balance 
between:

Ѳ Traveler needs
Ѳ Program control
Ѳ Supplier 

management
Ѳ Duty of care

TMC

Challenged by 
increased content 
fragmentation

Daunting task of 
Serving two 
demanding masters:
Ѳ Traveler
Ѳ Travel buyer

Changing 
business models

Increased 
competition from 
new entrants

Supplier

Frustrated with 
legacy distribution 
options that limit:

- retailing options
- traveler 

engagement
- brand building 

opportunities

with their highest 
value customers



conflict & challenge  =
compromise
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No. More. Compromises.



How to 
enable the 
connected 
business 
traveler?



The Lifecycle of a trip

Book/Prepare

Plan/Search

In-Trip
Experience

Post Trip/Expense Reengage





Fly Stay Move Eat Work Play Rest

Microservices & Flexible Integrations

Traveller Captured info

Expense report

Travel options

Policy Loyalty

DataSavings

Duty 
of care

Time

Mobile

Online

Agent



Personalization

Zeno uses ‘Conversation Commerce’ and 
leverages Artificial Intelligence to provide 
recommended itineraries built around a 
traveler's preferences and company policy



Express checkout

Leverages AI to recommend a 
personalized trip; incorporates policy and 
preferred suppliers; significantly reduces 
clicks and total booking time; and gets 
‘smarter' the more you use it 



askZeno chatbot

Extends the “Conversation” by taking the 
travel booking experience to the next 
level, with the ability to use a 
conversational interface to complete 
transactions, while still applying policy.



The first multi-source 
NDC enabled 
corporate booking tool



Multi-source engine 
will accommodate:
ü Content via GDS

ü Aggregators (Air, hotel, ground)

ü Direct Connects 

ü ATPCO/SITA NDC Exchange

…all while giving customers control over 

the content made available



OK



OK



Extras Skip extras



Extras Skip extras

$452.80



Extras Skip extras

$493.00

Continue anyway





Conflicts Resolved.
No more compromise.
Everybody wins.



Thank you
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